The implementation of a digital service approach to fostering team autonomy, distant collaboration, and knowledge scaling in large enterprises
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Autonomous acting of individuals and as teams are key elements of agile, distributed, and partly or entirely distant working environments. The availability of relevant processes, methods, tools, and guidelines is key to leveraging team autonomy.

OBJECTIVE: This article presents the design and implementation of a digital self-service kit (SSK) approach featuring high scalability, as well as a quality assurance and continuous improvement mechanism. As consumers, the teams within an organization can use these SSK’s anytime and on-demand without any constraints in location, time, or quota. As producers (of knowledge and experience), they can also assume active roles in the extension and continuous improvement of the SSK’s.

METHODS: This has been achieved in open community networks where feedback is actively leveraged and constantly integrated in the SSK’s design. Such open Communities of Practices (CoP) ensure that all interested parties can contribute to the adequateness of both the content and the provision of the SSK’s in both local and distant corporate settings. Both the design and implementation have been done and evaluated in a large-scale international corporate environment where high cultural diversity, as well as distant collaboration are of key importance.

RESULTS: The results presented in this article include a generic digital self-service approach to distance learning and coaching of teams in the particular context of the agile transformation of large corporate organizations. Key elements include a strong and systematic expert team involvement in the process of the setup and design of such digital SSK’s, as well as a well-explained and understood kit structure for efficient and effective utilization and re-contextualization of the contained knowledge into team-specific project contexts. This contributes to team autonomy as a major prerequisite for the agile transformation, as well as knowledge scaling across the organisation.

CONCLUSIONS: The key insights gained from this experiment confirm the high relevance and effectivity of the approach especially during periods where distant collaborations are essential (e.g. during a pandemic crisis).
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1. Introduction

Over the last ten years, the digitalization megatrend has been driving distant, distributed, and agile working particularly in global large-scale corporate settings [1]. This has led to new approaches to collaborating in teams [2] and the required Information Technology (IT) system support [3]. IT-systems are a key factor in the digitalization and online working [4]. However, any IT-system must be accepted by people [5] having to realize the performance expected from them. To achieve their goals, teams and supporting systems must change many established approaches and procedures [6]. To adequately consider modern organizational challenges, such as: How to foster agile and digital work practices? How to share and multiply knowledge, despite geographical distances and teleworking? How can digital communication and learning leverage organizational development? How to measure and continuously improve team collaboration, quality, autonomy, and performance?

These and other challenges affect several organizational units, in any functions and hierarchy level. This work will focus on the systematic establishment of the Self-Service Kit (SSK) as an approach to support the agile and digital transformation by leveraging on the latter’s mind-set and means. Thereby it also contributes to achieving the companies’ strategic goals. In our definition, an SSK is a combination of different learning and training approaches like web-based training (WBT) [7] and a digital tutorial [8] provided by domain-experts to many – in general – geographically distributed users [9]. The selection of the approaches has been made to enable the teams to solve the specific issue addressed by the SSK in a digital and pull-based manner without team-external support (like coaches or trainers) and by providing the relevant artefacts. A WBT facilitates the delivery of specific knowledge to people needing or asking for it. A self-service provides a workflow to ensure that some specific outcomes are produced [10]. The integration of both, a WBT and a self-service approach, leads to an SSK which is delivered in a workflow pulled by the consumers supporting them by offering relevant knowledge and artefacts to produce specific outcomes and ensuring guidance during the outcome production workflow. The difference to a pure self-service is that the latter is typically a pre-defined (online) workflow without options for consumer specific individualization. In our understanding, a SSK shall not only enable people to work with the suggested artefacts by offering application knowledge and background information, but also enable them to tailor things to fit into their specific team setting and working environment. This adaptability is considered key to success when it comes to fostering knowledge build-up, distribution and change within diverse organizational cultures. Given the rapid evolution of knowledge in our connected digital era, any organization must ensure that SSK’s have up-to-date content delivered in the way that is most appropriate within a organizational and environmental context. For this, SSK’s need to be embedded in a life cycle management [11] for developing, delivering, and maintaining SSK’s.

In our view, the COVID-19 pandemic pushed the relevance of the SSK approach to a next level due to the significantly increased need for teleworking. A distant support readily available at any time and on-demand to distributed employees having to collaborate and learn, can provide a significant lever to helping these people adapt to the new working conditions and environment faster and in a more sustainable fashion [12]. Furthermore, the SSK approach also helps identify actions for more resilient working environments for collaborative online working and empowerment. The information retrieved from the pandemic impact on the SSK delivery can be a
valuable quality indicator about the established SSK delivery approach.

When developing and implementing the SSK concept, this work takes focus on the quality management perspective on knowledge distribution, scaling, and agile transition. In this article, the term knowledge scaling in a large organization focuses on sharing knowledge within organizational units as well as across them and beyond. In the IT context, scaling is a term used for an approach to delivering (providing) something fast to a large number of users – in case of scaling knowledge, the distribution of the knowledge has to be fast for example by parallelizing the multiplication of knowledge. Scaling is distinguished by small-, large- and very large-scale and is defined in an agile context by the amount of involved teams [13]. An agile transition is the way of an organization to adopt agile approaches like Scrum and their practices and rituals. Typically, it is a long way and often started without a predefined termination date. A result of an agile implementation is that autonomous teams are established. An autonomous team is defined by self-organization which includes the ability of learning to learn. However, autonomy does not come for free but rather with costs linked to difficulties aligning team and avoiding redundancies and discrepancies [14]. This perspective implies questions linked with the reliability and ubiquity of access to know-how, processes, methods, and tools, as well as quality services for digitalization and online working, including their continuous update and improvement over time. The case study discussed in this article elaborates on the experience collected from establishing SSK’s in the quality department of the Volkswagen Group IT way over the past three years, including the period of COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Related work

While we could not find a concept comparable to SSK’s in literature, a lot of related contributions have been published that can constitute building blocks to create a SSK framework. This section elaborates the context for the SSK approach by introducing such building blocks and the related concepts. Human Resource Development (HRD) includes any activities or processes that have the potential to develop work-based knowledge or expertise for personnel, group, team, community or organizations gains or benefits [15]. Based on their definitions, the SSK approach contributes to HRD. Knowledge sharing in large organizations is a non-trivial task [16] and needs support by tools like enterprise social network sites [17]. The differences between agile and tayloristic organizations in knowledge-sharing is that the agile organization uses more intensive socialization by collaboration etc. instead of explicit knowledge externalized in documents etc. [18]. Large scaling success is based on frameworks [19] which have to be supported by the executives and human resources [20] for sustainable success in both cases: bottom up and top down implementation. As autonomous teams are a key element in agile organizations for product development [21], the development of the SSK has to support team autonomy and develop the people by using SSKs towards autonomous working. Furthermore, agile teams are based on the specific competencies of their individuals [22] which have to be developed by HRD. This includes that in agile environments people are key success factors for the outcomes [23]. Especially in organization with a high degree of digitalization distributed working becomes normal and have to cover the team dynamics of distributed agile teams [24]. The building block set of SSKs is inspired by the following leaning and training approaches.

Learning-by-doing is a useful approach in practice and industry [25]. SSK’s foster the learning-by-doing method based on goal-based scenarios [26] by adopting a guided approach through the combination with other learning concepts, particularly blended learning. There exist many different blended learning approaches [27]. In this context, the focus is mostly on self-paced and asynchronous formats [28, 29] extended by synchronous online formats for the online meetings of groups to work together on a topic [30].

Furthermore, Problem-Based Learning (PBL) [31] is a topic related to SSK’s because the latter address particular problems while supporting the SSK applicants in solving them. Approaches to providing guidance are analysed in [32]. The SSK, however, does not pose a particular problem but rather provides the appropriate set of questions to ask to identify a problem in practice, and leverages on this problem identification process to propose methods that help in the problem resolution process.

Another relevant aspect of the blended learning is the e-learning aspect of labs [33]. Labs are used for practical training guided by instructions. However, labs are experimentation environments that normally represent only a limited set of real-world scenarios and their contexts. In the case of SSK’s, the lab is replaced by the real-life context. Therefore, it is
important that both the problem identification and the solution guidance is appropriate to avoid significant failures [34] leading to harm [35] either by misguidance, misuse or even by accident. Consequently, and according to Bloom’s model of learning [36], the minimum SSK objective is “applying” rather than “understanding” or even lower, which is typically the minimum learning target for Web-based trainings (WBT). WBT are established approaches to train people online. While WBT’s transfer knowledge [37], they do not have the objective of guiding the transfer and re-contextualization of the transferred knowledge to a specific task or entire project. From that perspective, SSK’s have learning objectives and maturity expectations that are significantly superior to common WBT. These further augments the need of setting SSK’s into an adequate design [38] context, which depends on a lot of influencing factors.

Tutorials are a common learning approach particularly in engineering [39]. They can be built systematically [40] and supported by software tools [41]. There exist numerous approaches to establishing tutorial-based education using digital media, e.g. [42]. These approaches are systematically analysed to develop online tutorials [43]. However, it is not trivial to establish a tutorial in a problem-based learning environment [44], and special care is needed during implementation and deployment [45].

Given the self-service constraint of our approach, a kind of Personal Learning Environment (PLE) [46] is needed for learners to be motivated to achieving the required learning level [47]. From an SKK design perspective, this is not always evident, since SSK’s are supposed to address a large audience in a large-scale enterprise setting. Furthermore, industry projects are increasingly team-based, which leads to the requirement for personalizing for team culture rather than individualizing. Including wikis [48] in SSK’s are one quite straightforward way of implementing such a collaborative learning environment. However currently no established systematic pedagogical quality analysis of SSK is available like for specific online tutorials [49].

Team autonomy in large-scale corporate organizations is efficient if goals are well defined and transparent on a team level [50]. For SSK’s to be most effective, this implies that they support the specification and achievement of goals. Furthermore, autonomy and self-organizing teams come together and need cross-functionality, which is based on sharing of knowledge [51] that is available both within and outside the teams.

3. Research objectives

Based on the literature analysis and practical experiences from large-scale industrial domains, this section structures the objectives to be achieved in requirements and constraints which any SSK approach shall cover. Based on them, organizations can design and implement different SSK methodologies, dependent on their specific needs and objectives. Based on the demand context we have introduced and related published insights, we define the following fundamental generic objectives and requirements to the SSK design:

R1) Empowerment of teams through SSK’s: to accomplish their specific work in adequate quality, teams need skills and capabilities, regardless of their organizational and/or geographical settings [52].
R2) Accompaniment, guidance, and facilitation of teams on their agile and digital transitions [53].
R3) Leveraging team autonomy as a key asset of the agile mind-set, where mastery implies the capability of accomplishing work autonomously while assuming responsibility for the outcomes [54]. The importance of this asset is even emphasized in distant, virtual teams.
R4) Leveraging unified team practices across distributed teams. Any organization must improve and learn from their projects to reach their best possible performance [55].
R5) Leveraging distributed team learning [56] while minimizing the need for local presence of trainers and coaches as limited resources, particularly in teleworking environments.
R6) Leveraging mutual knowledge exchange thanks to structured guidance [57]. This process shall happen through the collaborative involvement of teams rather than through individual studying and learning.
R7) Leveraging agile culture maturity improvement of an organization [58]. Agile autonomy and mastery come together when teams ensure and demonstrate maturity for the tasks they have to perform.
R8) Ensuring sustainability and continuous improvement of the above levers compliant with the established Deming Cycle [59]. This continuous improvement shall be applied both to the approach itself, as well as to the content it provides.
R9) SSK quality assurance is essential due to the (desired) large-scale effect SSKs shall provoke [60].

In the context of agile quality management in large-scale corporate settings, we impose the following constraints to the design of SSK’s:

a. During the agile transition, the teams are often not end-to-end responsible [61].

b. Regulation and compliance break the end-to-end responsibility [62].

c. Teams have their individual transition speeds, each requiring different support actions [63].

d. Teams develop products and services of diverse complexity, which again leads to different support demands [64].

e. The support demand is also dependent on the teams’ different capability and maturity levels [65].

f. The support scales with the SSK producer teams’ budgets. Often, initiatives start without dedicated budget, and teams need to find sponsors for each single activity, focusing on the actual value proposition [66].

g. Even without dedicated budget and headcount, the support must scale [67].

4. Methodology

To develop the SSK approach in the context of a large-scale corporate setting, we have chosen the design-science methodology [68]. Starting with the requirements and design constraints derived from literature and practice, we developed the SSK concept and structure in an iterative way. As design-science research is similar to action research [69] we combined them to fit better to the practical environment of the SSK development. The diagnosing leads to the problem awareness which is given in the issue that not everything can be done by coaches, mentors or trainers and especially agile coaches are rare. The objective is to reduce the effort for “repetitive” coaching parts and focus on “special cases”. An approach has to be designed which fits to agile teams and their organization. This leads to the derived requirements for the SSK as an approach to ensure scaling agile by the constraint of limited coaching and supporting autonomy of the teams. As part of the action planning we designed the artefacts filling this structure with concrete learning elements one-by-one in close collaboration with domain experts and the insights from the analyzed literature for our suggestions for the artefacts. Where possible existing artefacts are used as building blocks for the SSK to reduce development effort and build on a proven in use fundamental or/reliable research results. In this process, we placed particular emphasis on each SSK element’s practical relevance in the concerned team settings and life cycle stages, as well as their neat integration with other existing artefacts and modules during the artefact development. The action taking was made by application/evaluation and the evaluation of the result artefacts [70] were subsequently applied in real-world teams and projects whose feedback we exploited to improve and adjust the artefacts as part of our learning to conclude the results of the evaluations and actions, as well as the concept itself where relevant. In this article, we will not include any technical feedback evaluation. Instead, we will only focus on observations, experiences and surveys related to the teams’ learning efficiency and satisfaction level. This publication is also part of the communication of the outcomes [71].

4.1. SSK package

We define the SSK package as a set of artefacts that enable their users to acquire practically applicable knowledge about a specific topic addressed by a particular SSK. Based on Bloom’s model, the SSK package is designed to support at least applying of the transferred knowledge to the teams’ project settings with their specific product- or service-contexts.

To empower the teams adequately, we distinguish two SSK package types. The first type is the technical SSK package, which helps teams tackling specific technology challenge in their products or services. Typical package artefacts are questionnaires and checklist templates covering specific technology aspects in the application domain, as well as tools. Technology topics for technical SSK’s for are e.g. Testing as a Service (TaaS) [72] and Serverless Computing [73]. The second type of SSK’s are methodical SSK’s facilitating the adoption of team behaviours and/or the generation of relevant outcomes using specific processes and/or methods that are imposed by the corporate governance structure. Typical package artefacts are workflows for applying methods and “how-to’s” explaining the adoption of each methodological step. A topic for methodical SSK’s are e.g. Levels of Done (LoD) derivation [74]. As these two types deliver different artefacts, their designs are also different. To ensure that the teams
get the desired empowerment level, the SSK design teams (producers) pay close attention to the required delivery artefacts.

To ensure mutual knowledge exchange in real-world corporate environments (R6), SSK packages must deliver the artefacts ready for use in daily work practice. This includes templates or checklists, however also additional background information about the creation of these artefacts and the resulting objectives, prerequisites, and constraints. Especially in complex project environments, it is vital to know why particular technical or methodical content is provided in the SSK. This gives the consumers the autonomy to decide about the adoption or rejection of some parts of an SSK, enabling the teams to reach higher Bloom levels (R3, R7).

To ensure continuous improvement of the SSK’s artefacts (R8), all consumers can give feedback to the SSK producers. Authors of the SSK are listed on the SSK and be contacted directly. Additionally generic email-boxes can be addressed, too. Furthermore, SSK producers request actively improvement by consumer feedback in trainings or coaching sessions, which also give producers the opportunity to collect returns on experience based on team observation. Both these kinds of feedback loops are particularly important in the initial development phase of an SSK (R9).

Any SSK artefacts are designed for a fully digital delivery (R1, R2). Consequently, the digital formats used must be commodities to enable as many consumers as possible to use the SSK. Furthermore, the concepts and methods of the SSK must be integrated into relevant “classical” trainings as well. This is needed to offer consumers lacking digital mind-set the opportunity to also benefit from the developed artefacts. In addition, training content must be aligned with SSK content continuously.

The fundamental SSK artefacts are as follows (Fig. 1):

- A short introduction including:
  - Information about the purpose of the SSK.
  - Overall instructions how to use it.
  - A summary of the SSK’s contents.
- The core working artefacts are materials that shall be used to produce the desired outcomes, or otherwise the outcomes themselves in the form of templates, spreadsheets for checklists, as well as documents and vector-graphics that can be scaled to posters to facilitate interactive team work.
- Background information about the SSK providing answers to fundamental or frequently asked questions linked to the SSK’s motivation, its purpose, its producers and supporting communities, etc.

All SSK artefacts have a date/version/history information for quickly identifying updates and content providers.
4.2. SSK life cycle

We define a specific life cycle for SSK’s in order to account for primarily the quality requirement (R9) we have identified for large-scale corporate environments:

1. SSK life cycle phases are linked to specific quality objectives that need to be achieved and achievement levels continuously monitored.

2. SSK life cycle phases provide the fundamental basis for a holistic governance of SSK’s.

Any SSK life cycle shall contain at least the following four phases (Fig. 2):

- **Development** – initial setup of a new SSK as delivered by its producers (“version 1.0”). This includes the analysis of the initial situation, the development of the artefacts and their simulation, as well as their validation in proofs of concept and piloting. Only mature artefacts—sometimes after a few iterations [74]—may be bundled to the SSK version 1.0.

- **Deliver** – a stable, proven set of artefacts is delivered as an SSK version. In general, consumers can use any SSK version without any dependency to the SSK producers.

- **Update** – a new, improved version of a SSK issued from cyclic checks concerning the SSK’s compliance with the state-of-the-art, as well as from integration of feedbacks.

- **Retired** – in case a SSK reaches obsolescence (for whatever reasons), it shall be retired (R9). This will typically happen if the state-of-the-art requires a completely new SSK, or if a disruption makes the existing SSK obsolete. A retired SSK does not get any updates and cannot be newly instantiated for use by consumers (unless there is a justified reason for that, e.g. legacy projects).

Producers carry out the development and update phases, while consumers have key roles in the delivery and retired phases. During the update phase, the existing version of the SSK is still usable, however a new version of the SSK will be the outcome.

The update phase is key to continuous improvement of SSKs (R8). Any SSK must be regularly investigated against changes of its application environment. Particularly, technical SSK’s can be embedded in a fast-moving environment. Relevant changes must lead to an SSK update. Changes and related feedbacks including their originators shall be included in the SSK’s version history. This shall contribute consumers to contribute actively to SSK improvement. Depending on the SSK, the update cycle time varies, however, from experience we recommend at least one update cycle per year (R9).

4.3. SSK delivery

The SSK delivery signifies the standardized procedure that makes SSK’s accessible for consumers. It mainly covers any technical aspects for digital delivery. The delivery procedure maps to the deliver and retired life cycle stages. The latter retired stage is affected by delivery in a sense that consumers shall be triggered to delete their local copies of any SSK “delivered” as retired.

To enable consumer-pull based digital SSK delivery, any SSK content must be provided in digital form on internal platforms like social media, wikis or share-points. To leverage team autonomy, the delivery procedure must scale with the consumer demand and be available anytime (24*7). To facilitate quick retrieval of SSK’s and artefacts relating to a particular problem or topic, a search engine and/or a semantic structure linking related SSK’s together shall be provided on top of any SSK. In addition, it is useful to have search tags or full-text search available were possible. Furthermore, in large enterprises special exist frameworks for agile transitions, as well as dedicated topic-related methods and toolboxes or collections. In these cases, the integration of SSK delivery into specific frameworks is also important, because many consumers will search in these topic locations first.

To leverage distributed learning with the SSK’s (R5), the delivery platform shall facilitate looking up relevant SSK’s, and provide dedicated background information that goes beyond the pure SSK “application”. A full-text indexed search can deliver results from other topic domains and thereby help relating or linking knowledge between different expert areas including their human knowledge providers (possibly including consumers as well in order to link
stakeholders working on similar projects and/or facing similar challenges).

To ensure continuous improvement of the SSK’s delivery (R8), the delivery platform must support easy and direct feedback for the consumers. This will contribute to motivating consumers to provide feedback on a regular basis.

4.4. Overall SSK approach

The overall SSK approach as depicted in Fig. 3 focuses on a holistic delivery experience by the consumers and ensures added-value and integration also on an organizational level. The SSK approach covers aspects of governance and strategic alignment of the individual SSK packages.

Accompaniment and guidance of the team development (R2) is supported by providing expert knowledge by the producer-team to the SSK consumers. In particular, the additional background information for adopting the SSK goes beyond the typical “how-to” services. Furthermore, consumers can use the SSK as individuals or in small groups to transfer the knowledge in a consumer team. SSK’s need a strong alignment with organizational training programs to ensure that people get properly trained for the use of SSK’s and are aware of the available SSK topics. To establish the link between the traditional training offers and the SSK’s, the SSK producers have to identify the relevant trainings and define anchor points in the training curriculum to the SSK. Moreover, established trainings can use the SSK as a didactic hands-on part of the training because everything is ready to use and helps the training participants to transfer their learnings to practical exercises, resulting in a win-win situation.

To leverage unified team practices (R4), the SSK approach establishes the generic fundamental modules package, life cycle and delivery. This setting ensures that the SSK producers who want to contribute to the SSK approach must accept the SSK design rules and guidelines. This helps to establish a set of quality criteria and enforce them by not publishing or retiring SSK’s which are not aligned (R9).

To ensure a high-quality level of each SSK, a team of producers with expert knowledge in the domain of the SSK’s focus is a fundamental prerequisite for creating an SSK. High quality is essential because each SSK is delivered to a wide range of consumers and will establish unified knowledge and practices within the entire organization (R9). Furthermore, a checklist (Table 1) and templates guide and support SSK producers during SSK production.

To leverage the agile culture and mind-set (R3), the SSK approach has been designed to support the target state of an agile transition with autonomous teams. From the quality perspective, autonomy is coupled with mastery. Only if people are empowered to master their tasks, they will be able to assume the responsibility of their actions and work with autonomy without the risk of creating big harms by accident. Another important aspect of autonomous agile teams is that

Table 1
Checklist for the SSK development by the producers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Done</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scope of SSK is defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Producer team for SSK development is established</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SSK requirements/constraints are identified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Development approach for SSK is selected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Evaluation approach is defined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Results and lessons learned from Evaluation are integrated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SSK is based on “SSK template”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SSK is “published”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
they scale easily. The SSK approach supports team autonomy thanks to the pull principle and its timely unlimited digital availability. An additional benefit of the agile culture and its autonomous teams is the resilience of the organization in case of unexpected hazards. The SSK’s pull principle supports the agile transition from traditional hierarchy push to autonomous team pull.

To ensure continuous improvement of the SSK approach (R8), a structured governance of SSKs is also required. For example, governance must identify in which domain/context an SSK shall be provided in the future, what the moving state-of-the-art is, and how feedbacks shall be integrated. Although SSK producers will care for some of these aspects, however not necessarily by self-organization. Especially new topics need this active governance because they do not have established producers who can address them in a self-organized way. In addition, in case of failing self-organization, the governance can trigger SSK updates or enforce their retirement if there are no producers willing to care about a released SSK. The principle behind the governance is to have an instance that acts only if needed to ensure quality (R9) as well as updates to the state-of-the-art. Normally, domain experts, i.e., potential SSK producers, should know that they have the responsibility to share their knowledge with others in their organization and see the SSK approach as an option to scale their expertise in an efficient way. However, since not every corporate culture has achieved that “ideal” state, the SSK governance should have a strong alignment with existing governance departments to have their support by “referencing” to the SSK’s as an amplifier for the awareness and relevance about the SSK topics in the teams.

For identifying topics that may become SSK-relevant in the future, cooperating with new organizational units can be particularly fruitful. Their fast learning and growing curves force them to work in a “naturally agile” way. They are interested to solve their quality issues, knowledge sharing topics etc. Typically, other teams face similar challenges, however their organizational context is much more constrained by legacy and organizational cultures that have grown specific traits over several years. Since new organizational units often have interfaces to established ones, this can lead to a win-win situation in which the new units solve their internal issues with SSKs and make the work on the interfaces easier if the established organizations learn from the new unit’s working style via their SSKs.

Another way of planning future SSK’s is by technology foresight. Cooperation with various legal group entities, as well as external partners such universities and high-tech start-ups can help identifying upcoming technologies in time and use SSK’s to introduce them gradually but thoroughly in the organization. It can also inspire the improvement/replacement of existing technologies, processes, and methodologies.

The structured approach comprising SSK artefacts, the SSK’s life cycle and delivery model supports immediate deployment in a small context as well as scaling up within large organization level:

- iterative and incremental extension of SSKs (inherently agile delivery approach);
- no significant planning efforts and budget needed (inherently agile delivery approach with a “story” and their resource allocation for the tasks);
- direct value delivery by “first consumer”-pull;
- systematic integration into relevant communities;
- digital and online delivery by design for scaling.

These benefits provide the base to enable mostly every organization to start their SSK initiative to support their digitalization programs and their transitions to autonomous agile working.

5. Evaluation

This section first describes the environment that served as the instantiation and evaluation context for the proposed generic SSK approach. Then, it presents the evaluation method and results.

5.1. SSK concept instantiation context

The instantiation context is the Volkswagen Group IT. The Agile Center of Excellence (ACE) supports the agile transition of the Group IT and other business areas through its coaching and training services. The Quality innovation NETwork (QiNET) as part of Test & Quality Assurance (TQA) has the objective to develop and establish new approaches related to IT quality management topics. Both are working together to facilitate the organization’s transition to a more digital and agile working environment. As both have been facing the same issue that not all facilitation requests of project teams can be served with coaching’s, they had to establish a complementary
approach. The entire organization is scaling faster in size and geography than an individual department like the QM department can scale. This implies that coaching with its linear effort per scaling team will fail.

Furthermore, topics like quality management and assurance with their traditional approaches based on frequent checks, audits etc. have an acceptance issue in agile environments characterized by an autonomy mind-set. This leads to the objective to change quality activities from a push to a pull, which fits much better to the working style of an autonomous team. Moreover, the quality activities must scale with the speed of the organization’s team transitions to agile to avoid being a bottleneck with the quality activities. Additionally, is in scope to ensure that in transitions is trained mastery in quality as a base for the team autonomy. To support the teams’ demands by their pulling requests with a high-quality standard a SSK based approach is used because the scaling of quality experts is possible to a limited extent only.

5.2. Specific instantiation aspects

At the beginning of the introduction of SSK’s the change management perspective led us to start with a couple of “new” topics which did not have established supporting offers like trainings and coaching. The objective was to make product and service teams create value themselves without going into competition on market shares with the established offers. This ensures reducing SSK consumer reluctance by comparing the established offer with the SSK offer. Furthermore, the established coaches consider the SSK offer an enhancement to their established support services rather than a competition to their work.

Table 2 shows SSK topics which are currently in the life cycle. They address new ways and approaches related to software quality engineering and management that have not had established coaching and training offers over years.

In practice, some SSKs have dependencies like the agile Team Work Quality as a generic approach can be extended with a domain specific Team Maturity Model for the cloud. In this case, although it is possible to use both SSK’s individually, only applying them together will foster holistic view on the concerned teams. There is a stronger dependency in the case where Product Quality Risk Ideation is a part of the Level of Done concept. This shows that SSK’s must be designed as delimited and entire units or building blocks which can be combined to more complex constructs.

To find the “right” consumers, the SSK’s are announced in the specific communities like the Agile Community (AC) [75], the Quality innovation NET-work (QiNET) [76] and knowledge communities like the Q-circle or the technology’s communities like the Blockchain community. Furthermore, these communities have a “prosumer” role, i.e., as SSK consumers they also contribute to SSK production. They have the experts for the SSK development team that produces the SSK. This leverages SSK acceptance within these communities since they identify themselves better with “their” product.

Moreover, the communities help identify demands for missing SSKs. An example is the QiNET and its prosumers. Consumers with a subscription of the QiNET come from global locations like Mexico, Spain, Czech Republic and from Group brands like Audi, MAN, Porsche, Seat, Volkswagen commercial vehicles and legal entities like Volkswagen Financial Services or Volkswagen Group IT Services. These
experts identify specific future demands and support developing adequate SSK’s.

The current implementation of the SSK approach is established to support the autonomy of the agile teams. The SSK’s are offered and promoted by their relevant communities and are delivered via centralised platforms like the Group Wiki, which offers the agile toolbox. To ensure sustainable governance, the ACE and QiNET work together to integrate the SSKs in their approaches and trainings, which are often conducted together with the Volkswagen Group Academy. This partnership builds the governance of the SSK approach and ensures that cyclic updates are triggered if the SSK maintainers (producers) do not act pro-actively to maintain the state-of-the-art or to integrate feedbacks. SSK’s without active maintainers are “retired” after explicit requesting for maintenance by the governance.

The strong alignment with the ACE also ensures integration into their trainings and coaching, which are enablers and facilitators in the initial transition phase of teams. The ACE is also the anchor to establish a quality management governance within the agile governance. This is a lean solution to have all relevant governance aspects in one hand to reduce typical matrix organizational activities.

Cooperation of the QiNET with universities and newly founded organizational units are the second source to get inspirations about new topics relevant for SSK’s.

5.3. Demonstration of the instantiation

To demonstrate the acceptance and quality of the SSK instantiation at the Volkswagen Group IT, two adoption indicators metrics are used: the SSK view/download numbers, as well as the feedbacks to SSKs.

The views/downloads are a metric which have to been seen in relation to the “market size” of an SSK and the time it has been available. For example, the specific “edge topic” about Blockchain building blocks (see Table 2) will never have the same indicator value as the more “general purpose topic” about Product Quality Risk Ideation with currently more than 500 views/downloads. In such a case, 10 times higher views/download figures are well justified. Apart from this, the Blockchain SSK has been released at a later point of time. View/download figures of the Blockchain SSK and the agile Team Work Quality SSK confirm this observation, since the generic agile Team Work Quality SSK reached scores within only a few weeks that were comparable to the scores reached by the Blockchain SSK in several months. The view/download shows that people are interest on the content of the SSK, however it does not count the actual SSK applications in products or services.

To get more specific information about the SSK approach, a feedback sheet was designed and introduced in the Agile Community (AC) of the ACE, which is a periodic meeting of about 80–120 employees from various organizational units around agile transition topics. This feedback sheet was designed aligned with [77, 78] to identify the impressions of SSK consumers. Its special focus was on finding improvement ideas. The feedbacks were grouped in three blocks. First, a generic block about SSK’s and how SSK’s are accepted as an approach to elaborate outcomes for the work. This block also tried to find out which inspirations SSK’s gave, as well as if SSK’s facilitate teleworking. In the second and third block for technology usage/adoption and organizational development, the feedbacks were focused on application and autonomy support of the team also during COVID-19.

In addition to the feedback sheet’s deployment in the AC, we handed out the sheet to some colleagues in the context of our daily work, even if there is an unknown overlapping with the participants AC participants (they get two “triggers” to give feedback).

To summarize the feedbacks, SSK’s definitely support teleworking, which respondents consider the new state-of-the-art rather than a “new feature” provoking enthusiasm according to Kano [79]. For the COVID-19 related questions, the feedback was similar. SSK’s supports working under COVID-19, however it is a second choice driven by the constraints. People prefer working physically together and having real social interactions. An interesting result is that digitalization with teleworking is increasingly accepted as new working standard while formal and structured social distancing is not (yet) accepted. It looks that teleworking is accepted and expected as an option, however not as an obligation.

SSK’s have been developed and established over roughly three years by the QiNET and ACE as a Volkswagen Group wide offer to support the digitalization and develop the agile mind-set in the organization with its structured on-demand learning-by-doing approach. Current observations and feedbacks confirm the establishment of the SSK approach as a useful way to support the digitalization and agile transition.
6. Limitations

This section distinguishes between generic limitations of the current maturity of the developed SSK approach and the limitation of the presented evaluation.

6.1. SSK approach

A key issue is that it is difficult to get feedbacks about SSK’s after their release. This is an issue by design that autonomous teams have also the autonomy to give or not to give feedbacks. In real-world environments, teams have project time pressure and other constraints which considerably limit their time and availability for providing feedback. This constraint leads to pro-active requests for feedbacks by the SSK owner. However, this kind of feedback is not a representative sampling of the SSK consumers. On the other hand, the feedback bias supports the question because mostly extreme opinions are triggers, the positive as the negative ones [80]. As the feedback collection searches for improvement aspects, negative feedbacks are a good source to derive improvement actions.

An option to get more control is delivering their latest version of the SSK only via a platform and restricted “usage terms” which enforce control motivated by the following arguments. The Working Out Loud (WOL) initiative has chosen this option, with the following principal feedback [81]:

- Old copies of the guides were used, so some people were never able to take advantage of the latest developments.
- We had minimal information on how Circles were forming and finishing, which affected our ability to improve the method.
- The material was being shared with little context, and we found some Circle members struggling to see how the practice could relate to their goals or role.

As our presented SSK approach suffers from similar issues, this kind of feedback “enforcement” could be an option to improve the situation. However, we believe that it will not solve the issue because it does not address the root-cause but rather reveals symptoms only. The handling of the symptoms will lead to “irregularities” in the usage terms. Based on this analysis, we think that this is not the best way in an enterprise environment because every rule (usage terms etc.) must be controlled and enforced, too. We do not want to establish more rules and their governance as needed to keep the organization as lean as possible. We believe that feedback enforcement by “usage terms” approach leads to “irregularities” by design, which is worse than lacking feedbacks [82].

Another important issue is that it is difficult to have a complete portfolio of SSKs. First, it is difficult to predict the demands in the future to have a developed SSK just in time. Second, it is not possible to deliver every kind of knowledge within a SSK. Some knowledge is not offered by “producers”, however it is in the organization. Other knowledge is difficult to offer in the SSK format – complex things which cannot be broken down into generic SSK content and artefacts. Furthermore, there is also an economic aspect behind each SSK – effort to develop and maintain a SSK have to be considered in the Return on Investment (RoI) over its life cycle.

6.2. Evaluation context

The evaluation is a single use case from one global enterprise within different legal entities. The evaluation is undoubtedly biased by the specific enterprise culture, which is mostly European. Furthermore, a specific setting of the enterprise is its multi brand setting, which also implies some specific cultural behaviour in the brands and a “group” culture and behaviour. An additional limitation is the evaluation and observation time of roughly three years to collect information about the experience with the SSK development, delivery and improvement. However, one limitation is that the large organization is triggered by many changes in parallel, and it is difficult to isolate reactions of the organization correlated to a specific trigger variable form the SSK approach. All observations we have made can have side effects to one or more other triggers, as well as on improvement.

The evaluation involved only a part of the organization, because in the large organization it is never assured that all teams know about their opportunities to use knowledge of SSK’s or participate in SSK development.

7. Contributions

As for the main contributions of this work, we distinguish between theoretical and practical contributions in the following two subsections. Theoretical aspects are generic topics which can be developed, enhanced without an instantiation by an organization
because it is for example role or concept based. Practical aspects need an organization for application and depends on “real world behaviour”.

7.1. Theory

- Digitalization and online delivery need a concept to reach specific objectives such as the one supporting agile working and mind-sets; an established digital platform for offer SSK’s is the base.
- The concept must fit to the organizational constraints and culture; the integrated building blocks with their concepts and artefacts of the SSK have to fit, too.
- A SSK is a package based on some training material, a procedure with their description, and if needed some tools like templates and background information to enable teams to tailor the SSK to their specific context.
- A life cycle management for SSK’s is required to deliver state-of-the-art services; this implies a kind of governance and a long-term ownership.
- Consumers/producers can be the same stakeholders in enterprises; this ensures relevance of the outcomes.
- It is difficult to say that the offered portfolio of SSKs is complete; not all demands for the near future have been identified.
- Getting feedbacks on a released SSK is difficult, as its usage is out of direct control.
- There is a research gap for the SSK approach compared to more established concepts like WBT.

7.2. Practice

- Not every digitalization approach needs a line organization and large budgets. Finding the right experts, working on SSK’s and offering them in their communities can work well.
- A general platform for SSK’s is only an option because often, specific communities within an enterprise can be knowledge hubs too.
- Without a service platform, it is difficult to measure SSK’s for systematic improvement.
- Based on the SSK for SSK development, a new SSK can be “produced” in a few hours (assumption: all theoretical concepts are developed and practical experience is available in the SSK team).
- The approach of the QiNET to work with affected stakeholders to develop SSK’s offers a way for sustainable quality innovation. After three years of successful deployment, the usage figures and results keep growing.

8. Outlook

The presented approach to establishing autonomous teams by supporting and guiding them with SSK’s scales in large enterprises. Furthermore, the approach of having autonomous teams supported by SSK facilities is robust in difficult times like the Corvid-19 pandemic, since the SSK delivery is digital and therefore not affected of physical, hybrid or virtual presence of its producers and consumers. However, some SSK’s benefit from working in small groups around a whiteboard, flipchart or a wall with post it’s, since being physically together is a human need, and digital facilities are weak in fostering team spirit, as confirmed by the feedbacks. This may change over time if people get better customized to teleworking and establish this as a habit in the future digital enterprise culture.

Future research work should further investigate the SSK approach in general since this view is currently lacking in published literature. A special focus should be set on how to ensure systematic feedback and improvement ideas from SSK consumers. Furthermore, it would be interesting to research the life cycle management of SSK’s in different cultural settings beyond our experiences from Europe. Another interesting aspect is how SSK platforms can be established within organizations and without complex administrative overheads.
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